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7.4 STARTING

7.4.1 Definitions

Start Point - is the midpoint of the Start Line or center of the Start Ring.

Designated Start - is the use of a set of possible start times, beginning with the original time of opening of the Start (see 7.4.5a), and including additional times at regular intervals thereafter.

Start Time - is either:

- the time the competitor crosses the Start Line or leaves the Start Ring, interpolated to the nearest second, or
- if the Designated Start option is in effect, the Designated Start time immediately before the time the competitor crosses the Start Line.

7.4.2 Start Options

On each competition day, one of the following Start Options must be used. The option chosen must be specified on the Task Sheet, with relevant parameters, if any.

a. The Normal Start No parameters.

b. The Designated Start The “Designated Start Interval” must be published on the Task Sheet. The published interval must be 10, 20, or 30 minutes.

c. The PEV Start Two parameters must be published on the Task Sheet: the PEV Wait Time and the PEV Start Window. The value for each parameter must be 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 minutes.

Type the reasons in the space below:

This is a proposal to delete the Designated Start option from Annex A.

This option has not been used during the WGC in 2018 nor the EGC in 2019.

This option has been rejected by most pilots and organizers since it only complicates the rules and flight management without suppressing gaggle and followers.

Removing this option will simplify the document.
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